Fetal Direct ECG
monitoring made easy
Fetal Direct ECG solution

A fetal monitoring solution designed
around you
Now there’s an innovative way to improve
the quality of care you deliver to mothers and
their babies during labor. The new Philips fetal
spiral electrodes are simple to use. Plus, our
uniquely designed DECG reusable legplate
adapter cable makes cleaning easier than ever.
Every part of the system—the fetal spiral
electrode, reusable legplate adapter cable, and
disposable attachment electrode—has been
designed around the way you work.
Safer and easier to use
Our new fetal monitoring solution meets the
highest standard of safety.
A new handle features a protection tab that
keeps the spiral tip inside the tube during
insertion. As a result, it’s unlikely that you will
accidentally puncture the mother’s birth canal,
the fetus, or your finger tips. The protection
tab also serves as a visual reference point to
indicate how far the spiral has turned when
attaching the electrode.
In addition, a simple connector plugs securely
into the legplate adapter cable to deliver
accurate, reliable heart rate readings.
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Easy to clean
A new and improved legplate adapter cable is
a one-piece, seamless design. The electronics
are completely sealed, so you can safely
immerse it in cleaning and disinfection fluids.
The attachment electrode connection socket
is also sealed, so body fluids are less likely to
enter during monitoring. Finally, a convenient
flushing port makes it easy to clean the inside
of the connector if needed. The new Philips
system is truly a great solution.
A versatile performer
Philips new fetal monitoring system has been
tested and validated to deliver accurate signals
and optimal performance with all Philips
and legacy Hewlett-Packard and Agilent
Technologies fetal monitors. Plus, we offer
legplate adapter cables to fit the most popular
fetal monitors made by GE Corometrics and
Spacelabs.
It’s all part of Philips’ commitment to bringing
you the most advanced technology built to
the highest standards of quality.
Fast, easy cleaning
A convenient flushing port allows you to easily
wash out the inner chamber.
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Component setup
These monitors

connect to

with either of these spiral electrodes

Philips and legacy
Hewlett-Packard/
Agilent monitors

Fetal spiral
electrode
9898 031 37631
DECG transducer
M1357A*
15240A*

OR

Fetal double-spiral
electrode**
9898 031 37641

DECG adapter
M1347A

Patient module
M1364A
Avalon patient
module
M2738A

DECG reusable
legplate
adapter cable
9898 031 37651
Attachment
electrode
9898 031 39771

Cordless
ECG transducer
M2727A
Toco+ transducer
M2735A

GE Corometrics
1xx series monitors
and
GE series 120 and
250 monitors (using
a GE Corometric
Y-adapter cable
1442AAO or
socket adapter
1422BAO)

DECG reusable legplate
adapter cable (round connector)
9898 031 37791

GE Corometrics
• 120
• 126
• 128
• 129

DECG reusable legplate
adapter cable (rectangle connector)
9898 031 37801

Spacelabs
• IM77***

DECG reusable legplate
adapter cable
9898 031 37811

*Note: M1357A and 15240A are no longer available. The transducers have been replaced by the patient module M1364A which does not require an adapter.
**Note: Available in Europe only
***Other models of Spacelabs my require an additional adapter cable.
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